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China and the Modern World:
Hong Kong, Britain and China 1841–1951

中國與現代世界：香港、英國與中國
China and the Modern World: Hong Kong, Britain and China 1841–1951 presents a collection of British
government documents on colonial Hong Kong, spanning a period of over a century. The workings of this
small but strategically important territory are offered here digitally for the first time for researchers and
scholars to explore a wide range of topics covering municipal administration and public works of the
colonial government to the international politics of East Asia.

Various source media. China and the Modern World: Hong Kong, Britain and China 1841–1951
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ABOUT THE ARCHIVE
This collection of British Colonial office correspondence relates to Hong Kong as a British colony
between 1841 and 1951, and provides detailed information on the political, military, social, economic,
and external development of Hong Kong. It also sheds light on the British Empire in Asia, China’s
transformation from empire to republic, mainland China-Hong Kong relations, and the international
politics of East Asia.
The archive provides the essential reference material for the research on the history of Hong Kong in
the context of modern China and the British Empire in Asia from the inception of this British colony in
the 1840s to the early 1950s immediately after the founding of the People’s Republic of China.

ARCHIVE SNAPSHOT
Approximate Size

Source

Language

640,000 pages

CO 129 War and Colonial Department and Colonial Office:
Hong Kong, Original Correspondence, held at the National
Archives, UK.

Majority in English,
with some Chinese

SUBJECTS SUPPORTED

FEATURES AND TOOLS

• The history of Hong Kong

Textual Analysis Tools
Identify and visualise patterns, trends, and
relationships to explore content in new ways.

• The history of modern China
• Anglo-Chinese relations
• British imperial history and colonialism in Asia
• Politics and international relations
FEATURING GALE’S
HAND-WRITTEN TEXT RECOGNITION
Gale’s HTR allows handwritten documents to be
full-text searchable, just as Optical Character
Recognition (OCR) allows printed books, newspapers,
and other works to be searched. This is revolutionary.
The hand-written material included in China and the
Modern World: Hong Kong, Britain and China all have
HTR applied, enabling unexpected discoveries not
possible from traditional finding aids. This technology
makes the documents in this collection more
accessible to those without paleography skills and
enables powerful inclusion in digital humanities/
scholarship projects.

Stand-alone or Cross-search Capabilities
Use the archive on its own or cross-search with other
Gale primary source collections to make connections
that were not possible previously.
Browse Manuscripts
Browse through each part of the collection as well as
search the metadata.
Essays & Resources
Access scholarly essays from leading academics to
guide and supplement your research.
Google and Microsoft Integration
Sign in with a Google or Microsoft account and
seamlessly save material to Google Drive or OneDrive

ADVISORY BOARD
Professor John Carroll, Department of History, University of Hong Kong
Dr Chi-Kwan Mark, Senior Lecturer in International History, Department of History, Royal Holloway
University of London
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For more information, or to request a trial,
please visit gale.com/hongkong

